MEEKISON, LISA & MATTHEW TOMS Emma and Max Text Publishing 199/59 Andrea Moss
MELLEISH, GREGORY The Packaging of Australia UNSW Press 203/46 Justin Clemens
MESSER, JANE (ed) Certifiable Truths Allen & Unwin 206/23 Delia Falconer
METCALF, BILL The Ganydamb Communities Central Queensland UP 206/16 Peter Pierce
METZENTHEN, DAVID Falling Forward Omnibus Books 204/42 Margot Hillel
MOLONEY, JAMES Buzzard Bread and Brains UQP 205/42 Stephen Matthews
MONK, SCOTT Raw Random House 204/42 Margot Hillel * MOORHOUSE, FRANK Grand Days Macmillan 200/47 Geoffrey Dutton
MORGAN, JIM Fat of the Land Allen & Unwin 206/34 Andrew Peck
MORGAN, MAL Out of the Fast Lane Five Islands Press 204/39 Bev Braune
MORRISON, SALLY Against Gravity Vintage 202/21 Tom Petsinis
MUDIE, PETER Ubu Films UNSW Press 198/27 June Gemes
MUDROOROO The Undying A & R 202/18 David English
MUIR, MARCIE Sheila Hawkins Marcie Muir 205/43 Linnet Hunter
MURRAY, LES Frezy Neptune Duffy & Snellgrove 203/34 Dorothy Hewett
NEALE, MARTIN & JENNY ZIMMER (ed) Emily Kame Kngwarreye Macmillan and Queensland Art Gallery 203/31 Penny Webb
NELSON, PHILIP & HELEN HORTON (eds) 50 Years of Queensland Poetry 1940s-1990s Central Queensland UP 204/35 Dorothy Hewett
NELSON, CAMILLA Perverse Acts Text Publishing 203/23 Ian McFarlane
NIMON, MAUREEN & JOHN FOSTER The Adolescent Novel Centre for Information Studies, Wagga Wagga 199/50 Agnes Nieuwenhuizen
O'DEA, COLLARD Ian Clunies Ross Hyland House 199/60 Libby Robin
O'REILLY, DAVID Cheryl Kernot Random House 202/8 Joan Kirner
PAECH, NEIL The Skinscape Voyage Wakefield Press 202/35 Lauren Williams * PARRY, GLYN Radical Take-Offs Allen & Unwin 200/60 Stephen Matthews
PARRY, GLYN Sad Boys Hedder Headline 203/43 Stephen Matthews * PAUSACKER, JENNIFY Mr Enigmatic Mammoth 200/60 Stephen Matthews
PAUSACKER, JENNIFY The Blake Mystery Series, Time to Go, Wall of Fire, One Way Street Mammoth 202/40 Stella Lees
PELMAN, ELLIOT Three Dollars Picador 202/23 Dianne Dempsey
PETRINIS, TOM Naming the Number Penguin 206/40 J.S. Harry
PILGER, JOHN Hidden Agendas Vintage 204/5 John Bryson
POLIZZOTTO, CAROLYN Pomegranate Season FACVP 201/8 Brenda Niall PRINCE, GEOFFANthems of Artspace Papyrus Publishing 206/41 Beate Josephi
PRINGLE, ROSEMARY Sex and Medicine CUP 203/22 Catherine Lumby
PYOR, BOORI (MONTY) Maybe Tomorrow Penguin 202/14 Philip Morrissey
PYOR, MICHAEL The House of Many Rooms Hodder Headline 206/45 Peter Nicholls
PYBUS, CASSANDRA Till, Apples Grow on an Orange Tree UQP 201/8 Brenda Niall
REID, GORDON Across the Plains Ginninderra Press 206/47 Carolyn Tétaz
REILLY, MATTHEW Ice Station Pan Macmillan 204/32 Marele Day
REYNOLDS, HENRY This Whispering in Our Hearts Allen & Unwin 201/17 Cassandra Pybus
RICHARDS, TIM Duckness Allen & Unwin 205/20 Gail Jones
RIEMER, ANDREW Sandstone Gothic Allen & Unwin 201/6 David McCoey
RITCHIE, JOHN The Wentworths The Miegunyah Press 201/11 Geoffrey Bolton
ROBERTSON, DEBORAH Proud Flesh FACP 199/60 Andrea Moss
ROBERTSON, GEOFFREY The Justice Game Chatto & Windus 201/5 David Marr
ROLLEY, ANN-MAREE (illus. Mitch Vane) A Pig's Tale Omnibus Books 206/43 Stella Lees
ROSE, PETER Donatello in Wangaratta Hale & Iremonger 206/38 Ivor Indyk * ROWE, JENNIFER Sturgeon holden Allen & Unwin 200/49 John Carroll
ROWSE, TIM White Flour, White Power CUP 207/9 Barry Hill
ROY, JAMES Full Moon Racing UQP 205/42 Stephen Matthews
RUBINSTEIN, MATT Nomad Hyland House 199/40 James Bradley
RUBINSTEIN, GILLIAN (illus. David Mackintosh) Hooray for the Kobe Karaoke Random House 205/43 Linnet Hunter
RYAN, GIG Pure and Applied Paper Park Press 205/36 John Mateer
SABBIONI, JENNIFER, KAY SCHAEFFER & SIDONIE SMITH (eds) Indigenous Australian Voices Rutgers UP 207/27 Adam Shoemaker
SAKKAS, JIM Stella's Place Allen & Unwin 207/33 Katharine England
SALLIS, EVA Hiam Allen & Unwin 203/20 Nigel Krauth
SALOM, PHILIP New and Selected Poems FACVP 204/34 Ivor Indyk
SANT, ANDREW Album of Domestic Exiles Black Pepper 198/54 Brian
SCHEDING, STEPHEN A Small Unsigned Painting Vintage 201/22 Heather Johnson
SCOTT, PHILIP Gay Resort Murder Shock Penguin 201/31 Dean Kiley